The troupe introduce themselves, beginning with Johnny who is woken by his mum taking a phone call about the North Bondi RSL gig.

Johnny then goes off to get other members of the troupe participating in assorted activities. Each introduction is accompanied by the troupe member’s stage name in roughly animated graphics:

Betty
Lance
Bowling Man!
Doris!

Bowling Man!
Tron!

DorIS!
Kid!
Rodney!
Lana!
Urman!
There’s a road trip from Newcastle to Sydney, indicated by road signs, as the troupe arrive at the North Bondi RSL club:
Upon arrival on Bondi beach, on the esplanade the troupe have a couple of goes at spelling out their name:

CATTLE
CUBANS

The anagram gives way to the spelling of the main title:
(At the start of the show, beginning over a short of Bondi beach and continuing as the camera pans around on to the North Bondi RSL club, a short introductory voice over is heard):

Narrator: “Dear cinema goer, thank you for coming along to watch our film. It is in colour and approximately eighty five minutes in length, depending on whether you count the end credits or not …If you look carefully, you will be
able to see Bondi beach, which was once one of Australia’s most famous scenic attractions … (at this point the camera is inside the club looking out past Pat Newton, who is drinking a beer and also taking in the view of Bondi beach through the club window. A voice on the P/A asks Pat to come to the office immediately, and she gets up and walks through the club dining area) …please feel free to eat, drink, talk, move around in time to the music, or do anything else that will assist in your enjoyment of our motion picture entertainment … thank you … "(the camera is know in Keith Smith’s office as he gets ready to discuss the crisis arising from Col Joye cancelling his appearance …the pair decide to book the Castanet Club as a cheap replacement) …